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The relationship between Christian theology and media – particularly digital media – still 

remains in the awkward dating stage. Much Christian thought about the relationship between 

religion and media stays at the level of the individual interpreter who unproblematically 

interfaces with the individual media object – i.e. “Superman is obviously Jesus!” Mass media 

theorists, on the other hand, have applied sophisticated quantitative and qualitative analysis to 

individual consumer’s interpretations of religion in popular culture, but have either purposely 

avoided theological interpretation or applied an outdated model of religion. Happily, Andrew 

Byers provides a truly theological framework for interpreting media, not in its individual 

manifestations, but as a mode of relating in itself.  

Byers presents the intriguing notion that God has always been a God of media – that is, a 

God who actively communicates with humans through various means. He refocuses the 

definition of media from our connotations with Twitter, YouTube and Facebook to “a means of 

communication or revelation.” Therefore, Byers calls the communication between God and 
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humanity “TheoMedia,” a slightly clunky term that is still supported by good evidence and 

argumentation throughout the book. He then proceeds to trace God’s various uses of TheoMedia 

throughout a narrative outline of the Bible, beginning with Satan’s attempt to subvert God’s 

communication by questioning God’s media transmission (“Did God really say that?”) through 

Revelation, where God transforms a mediated world into a city where humans can gaze directly 

on God’s presence. Along the tour of this mediated Heilsgeschichte, Byers also notes the danger 

of human idolatry (cf. the golden calf), God’s call to TheoMedia saturation (the Deuteronomistic 

history), and the Incarnation of Christ as the ultimate TheoMedium. Byers reads his Scripture 

carefully and well, and despite a preacherly tendency to stretch his metaphors slightly past the 

breaking point (was the Bible really “firewalled” by the canonization process? Do we need to be 

“dripping wet with biblical ink?”), he gives a solidly theological account of why the biblical 

story matters when theologians consider 21st century digital media. 

Byers intersperses his biblical and theological chapters with brief interludes called 

“TheoMedia Notes.” These notes are less helpful than the biblical and theological material, 

perhaps because they seem primarily to be recycled from Byers’ blog posts and shorter musings. 

For instance, a note on the mediation of sex and violence offers nothing new in the way of 

contextualizing these ethical areas in regard to theology and media specifically. One useful note 

does directly address theological blogging itself, outlining important ways in which theology 

online should allow for careful redirection rather than immediate flame-war rebuttal. Another 

points out that media rewards volume, not content, while a third uses the story of Aaron and the 

golden calf to remind us that the claim of media determinism doesn’t release us from responsible 

consumption (I threw all the jewelry in there and this idol just happened!). Byers’ attempt to 

exemplify the practice of theologizing media is at the least a helpful model for pastors and 

practitioners wanting discernment about media practices in their own communities. 

The final conclusion presents the strongest material – a summary of Byers’ theological 

argument. Byers summarizes, “I am hoping that the interpretive lenses by which we apprehend 

our media culture are being shaped by the reality that God is the ultimate media source and that 

his means of communication and self-revelation are the media we most desperately need.” (220) 

Retracing his media exegesis, Byers states that sin results in our producing our own media that 

point us away from God, but that Jesus provides a restoration of our senses and a new media 

through which we can encounter God again. Most importantly, he reminds Christians that the 
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church itself is a TheoMedium, and we are called to be the medium of God’s message in the 

shape of Christ to a world that is watching us all too closely. Media can be bright or dark, the 

interplay of our sinfulness and our sharing in God’s image. By focusing not on our “media 

relevance” but primarily on the media that bring God’s life to people – baptism, Eucharist, 

preaching – the church can be relevant and useful simultaneously. 

Byers is a doctoral student who works as a pastor to university students – so he knows 

both the ubiquity of media and the nuances of carefully examining particular objects without 

either embracing them or rejecting them en masse. Although he references both Marshall 

McLuhan and Neil Postman – two media critics who have had their usefulness to theology and 

media studies exhausted by now – Byers appreciates the wide range of Christians’ reactions to 

media, including its uncritical embrace or its uncritical rejection. He occasionally slips into a 

kind of wistful nostalgia – reminding his children at night that the Bible is a better story than 

Tolkien, or convincing himself that preacher-to-congregation lecturing is a necessary form of 

EcclesioMedia – but his method is careful and his thought generous. Most importantly, Byers 

takes seriously the responsibility of the academic and the theologian to an intelligent public who 

desires expertise on such a powerful force as digital media. He takes complex forces and conveys 

their importance in a readable and accessible way. For that, and for his work to serve the church 

and the broader society in conveying the message of Christ in a life-giving way, I thank Andrew 

Byers for this particular medium.  
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